New Features Included in the NordxNow Upgrade

Changed the Patient field on the Collect Samples page to be a search-as-you-type field to help users more quickly find patients:

New:

As you type

Dropdown appears
Added a Collection Information button that will show up in the Collection Information column of the Order Choice Search pop-up for profiles. When this button is clicked, a pop-up will appear detailing the default collection information for each order choice within the profile. Previously this column was just left blank for profiles and only populated for regular order choices.

Current:

![Current Image]

New:
Update the processing page to be fully transparent. Only the gray spinner displays while the server is processing a request.

Current – Loading Page/Processing “Square”

New - Gray “Circle” Processing Symbol
Improved the quality of life of the calendar pop-up that includes a new user-interface with drop-down lists for months and years as well as a previous arrow (located in top, left corner of the calendar) and a next arrow (located in top, right corner of the calendar) that, when clicked, displays the previous or next month of the year, respectively. The pop-up closes by selecting a date or by clicking outside of the calendar.

New:

**Standing Order**

**Monthly** | **Historical**

---

**Start**

Starting Date: 05/28/2019

- **Repeat every** 1 months
- **Repeat on the** first

**End**

- **End after** 2 occurrences
- **End by** Date
- **Continue recurrences for** 1

**Insurance**

- Use default insurance for all standing orders